Jeep wrangler yj transmission

Howe Over the years, Jeeps have come from the factory with some great transmissions and
some terrible transmissions. In some cases a different transmission can be the best upgrade to
your Jeep as far as performance and reliability. What transmission you select to put in your
Jeep depends on what you find and what you have. We'll assume you are keeping your engine
and transfer case and that you already have a manual transmission. Also, keep in mind these
are my opinions of what will be the cheapest and easiest swap for most people. I haven't done
most of these swaps either, a lot of my information came from people on-line and from books
YMMV. Generally, when swapping transmissions, it is best to match the engine with the
transmission. The reason being, input shaft alignment with the clutch is crucial for clutch life
and performance. Alignment can best be maintained with a OEM bell housing that has the
proper input bearing retainer size and input shaft length. Since many Jeeps use the same
Borg-Warner transmissions used in Ford vehicles, Ford transmissions generally work better
with Jeeps. Quality after market bell housings exist to mate different engines with different
transmissions, but they add to the cost and complexity of the conversion. An overview of the
engines used in Jeeps will get the transmission conversion ball rolling. Even the engine side of
the bellhousing is unique, so there are no junk yard bell housings to keep the cost of a swap
down. Since a special bell housing must be used, there is no cost advantage of choosing one
transmission over another. If a five speed is desired and affordable , the NV is the obvious
choice. The Dana is probably the best transfer case ever used in Jeep CJs and the transmission
side of the bell housing is Ford compatible. CJs built from ''83 with the GM have some
interesting options. Since the engine was manufactured by GM, it has a standard Chevy SB
pattern on the engine side and basically a Ford pattern on the transmission side. If you have a
four speed, you have already have a T, but maybe not the granny version. If neither is availble at
a reasonable price, a Ford T or NP can be converted. A bellhousing from a ''86 CJ can be used
except for the bell housing. The "Dauntless" Buick V6 was optional from '' The Dana 18 transfer
case was used during this time. If it can be found, the Jeep T or T would be the best option. Be
carefull to match output spline count or get take transfer case with the trans. Folks with the
need to look for the fairly rare bellhousing for the T or get a special bell housing. The was
available also with the T and close ratio T, but this combination is extremely rare. This can make
highway speeds possible even with 5. Leave a Comment: Name: Are you Human? Not a Spam
Bot Comments:???? I like it. The one that was removed will not allow me to install the member
into the original frame holes. The forward holes are made for the 3-speed transmission I
removed and there is another set a few inches further back. By using the rear holes the member
is to far back and the transmission is pushed up way to high at the tail shaft area. The top cover
is pressing against the hole in the floor with no movement. I placed the old cross-member up to
the transmission mount and found the cross-member is about 1. This old cross-member will not
work. Is there a cross-member kit available to fit in the pre-drilled rear frame mounting holes?
This saves you from doing your own AX15 transmission rebuild, and you know you have a
gearbox you can rely on. We've got some unbelievably low discount prices here on Jeep
Wrangler 5-speed manual transmissions. This includes rebuilt AX15 manual transmissions as
well as brand-new AX15 5-speed transmissions to fit your Jeep Wrangler 4x4. If you're going to
buy AX15 Jeep transmissions online, this is the place to do it! Our discounts are huge, our
service is stellar, and our product quality is unbeatable. Offering our AX15 transmissions for
sale at such low price points saves our customers hundreds of dollars, and we even pick up the
shipping costs to buyers located in the lower 48 US states. Outfit your Jeep 4x4 with a rebuilt
AX15 5-speed transmission internal slave or your Jeep 4x4 with external slave with the best deal
around. When shopping for a rebuilt AX15 transmission, you need to know the diameter of the
front pilot shaft tip. If it measures 0. When you buy any Jeep AX15 transmission for sale at
Allstate Gear, you can trust it has all the latest updates for maximum reliability. Shop By
Category. Refundable Core Deposit. Many people think the editors can get anything they want
thanks to simply working for the magazine. The fact of the matter is that we have a ton of
projects going and many of them you don't even read about in these pages. We are out there
swapping parts, scrounging junkyards, combing online ads, and bribing friends just like you
guys are. Heck, we are even on our backs in our driveways to do most of our swaps like you
guys are. The difference for us is we've been doing this for a combined total of more than 50
years, and we've built and beat more Jeeps than many people have ever owned. The point is, by
being paid in peanuts for so long with so many projects we've gotten rather adept at saving
money when swapping parts into our Jeeps. In this article we are going to look at swaps into
Jeeps with Jeep engines. If you've swapped in another engine, the pros and cons of each
component are still applicable. So, without further ado, here are our 11 favorite junkyard
transmission and transfer case swaps to make your Jeep perform better, last longer, and still
get you home from the trails. It is also a good swap into ''03 four-cylinder Wranglers using

Advance Adapters kit PN external hydraulic or PN internal hydraulic. Gears: 3. Pros: Good all
around Overdrive transmission that shifts nicely, quiet, and is relatively lightweight. Cons: Not a
very low First gear and the unit has only marginal strength for V-8 swaps. Comments: This is
the Rodney Dangerfield of Jeep transmissions in that it gets no respect. With a mediocre First
gear, the rock crawlers aren't tripping over themselves for it, and with enough strength for a
six-cylinder, but likely not enough for a healthy V-8 the mud guys don't want it either. That said,
it is likely the most common manual transmission in Jeeps still on the road. The '93 and earlier
units got a goofy hydraulic throwout bearing which can prove problematic. The '94 and later
units got an external slave setup. The later parts can be swapped to the early transmissions by
using the bellhousing, input bearing retainer, clutch fork, throwout bearing and slave cylinder
from the '94 and up unit. Swap Into: Any Jeep with up to hp, again with the spline stipulation for
the Peugeot-shod Jeeps, and the possibility of a transfer case adapter or swap for the '86 and
earlier CJ's. Gears: 4. Pros: The most heavy-duty of the aluminum-case manual transmissions
ever put in a Jeep; this transmission is also coveted for its lower First gear, and praised for its
strength as evidenced by its OE installation behind small-block V-8s. Cons: In a daily driver,
especially one with the carpet-delete option, it is noticeably noisy at idle and lower road speeds.
Also, it doesn't take normal gear oil, but special Syncromax oil which is more expensive and
can be harder to find read: you need to take more fluids with you on trail runs. Comments: For
its size and design it is one of the most heavy-duty transmissions you can score. For swapping
into '93 and earlier Jeeps, be sure to grab the bellhousing and all associated clutch parts. Swap
Into: Anything that needs a bulletproof four-speed transmission. Identify: This is the tough part.
Jeep alone used 18 variants of this transmission. The Ford Ts are the more standardized ones.
Not all Ts had the desirable 6. Turn the input and count output revolutions. If less than it's not
the T everyone wants. Gears: The ratios vary, but the most desirable unit has: 6. Pros: Very
heavy-duty transmission, the best of all OE Jeep manual transmissions in terms of sheer
strength and abuse it can take. Cons: No Overdrive, long-throw shifts, and finding the right one
can be tough. Comments: If you ever stumble across a Jeep with a T you owe it to yourself to at
least check the First gear ratio. These parts are often not included with second-hand Ts. Check
out novak-adapt. Swap Into: Any Jeep that needs the lowest low gear in a manual transmission,
or has rear driveshaft length issues. Gears: 7. Pros: More heavy-duty than any aluminum Jeep
transmission, its ultra-short length makes it a great swap for shorter Jeeps, and a very low First
gear means greater control for the rocks. Cons: The bulge in the passenger side of the case can
mean driveshaft clearance issues in passenger-drop front axle Jeeps, the low First gear is
useless on the street, and the newest SM you are likely to find is at least 40 years old. To bolt it
to a Jeep engine will require some kind of adapter, incurring more cost. Comments: While they
are rare to find in junkyards anymore, they can still be had for dirt cheap from the guys who are
now hot-rodding the trucks these originally came in. The long throw of the shifter can get
tiresome living with day to day, but if you can get past that, and only essentially having a
three-speed Jeep on the street, then this is a good little transmission. Certainly it is the best
manual transmission to swap into a flatfender due to its small size and legendary durability.
Swap Into: Any Jeep that needs brute strength. Can live behind high-horsepower engines with
ease. The clinchers are the two PTO ports passenger and driver's side , the large ribs of the
case, and the 6. Gears: 6. Pros: Most heavy-duty four-speed light truck transmission and likely
the most reliable to boot. It is still easy to find in junkyards, and easy to get parts for with tons
of aftermarket support. Cons: At 18 inches tall, it will hang down lower than your transfer case
and could take some planning to make work. Also, like the SM it replaced, the low-low First gear
is almost unusable on the street rendering your Jeep essentially a three-speed for most uses. It
won't just "bolt-in" to many Jeeps, requiring adapters, machine work, or fabrication to install.
Comments: Big and beefy, put any engine you want in front of it and you won't have to worry
about it. Like the other truck-style transmissions, the throw is pretty long, especially that
Reverse gear. Some stick massaging might be required to keep the stick out of the passenger in
Reverse or out of the dash in First. Swap into: Any Jeep that needs a bulletproof transmission
with a low First gear. There are three different First gear ratios available: 6. Spin the input in low
to count output revolutions. Pros: Similar weight and length as the SM, but much more readily
available in junkyards, and it is 60lbs lighter than the SM With its low First gear, ultra low
Reverse gear and strength make it a good candidate for any Jeep, but especially one with a
Ford or Dodge engine. Swap into: A Jeep with enough wheelbase to handle it that needs a
heavy-duty five-speed Overdrive transmission. Identify: It has a cast-iron case, an aluminum top
cover, an aluminum tailhousing, PTO ports on both sides, its Pros: Big, beefy truck-style
transmission like those listed above, but with the addition of an Overdrive for better street
manners. Cons: Big, heavy, and somewhat balky shifter movements make for fitment issues
and more effort to drive every day. More transmission than percent of the Jeeps out there need,

nonetheless popularity drives up the price. One of these could easily run you double what its
four-speed counterparts would cost. Comments: It's got beef, that's for sure, but some units
develop Fourth and Fifth gear issues with age, so beware of the screaming deals. For the
amount these things demand make sure that it is ready to go as-is because opening it up and
rebuilding it isn't that cheap either. And, finally, make good and sure you really need something
this big. Most Jeeps don't. Swap into: Any '87 and up Jeep that came with an automatic
transmission and a 4. Identify: Look under a Cherokee with an I-6 and an auto, and there you go.
Pros: Well respected Overdrive automatic transmission with a stand-alone controller that is a
bolt-in to most six-cylinder Jeeps with Jeep parts that can be found in the junkyard. Cons: Not a
good swap into a Jeep with a V-8 or stroker, it can run hot when wheeling: a larger cooler is a
necessity if a lot of time is spent rockcrawling or towing, and its longish length can lead to a
really short driveshaft with goofy angles in lifted Jeeps with stock wheelbases. Comments: With
an Overdrive, this transmission is a more livable automatic than any YJ or early TJ slushbox,
and it wheels better than the four-speed in the later TJs. However, if you swap this transmission
into an automatic-equipped TJ, you will end up with a check engine light because it won't talk to
the TJ computer and you'll need to swap your stock ECM out for a computer out of a manual
transmission TJ. The TCM is often found behind the glove box or behind the dash near where
the driver's knee would be. Swap into: Any universal series Jeep that is getting a passenger
drop front axle, any '79 and earlier Jeep that is getting a different transmission, or any
lightweight full-size or full-size with an anemic power plant. Many consider this the pinnacle of
Jeep transfer cases. Cons: Leaks from the shift rails are not uncommon, stock clocking is
almost degrees down from flat, and the stock single stick shifter can become stuck and balky
with remarkable ease. There is no shortage of aftermarket support including heavy duty
outputs, gear kits, twin-stick shifters and even complete aftermarket rebuilt units. Identify: The
easiest way is by looking at the aluminum and red tag next to the rear output above the fill plug.
Look for the numbers "J" at the top of the tag. Pros: Shift-on-the-fly capability, the largest
aftermarket support of any factory transfer case including lower low range kits, heavy-duty
outputs, heavy-duty chains, two-wheel drive low kits and more. Cons: The aluminum case is
relatively fragile, and the chain and detents for four-wheel-drive ranges can slip. Comments: A
lot of old-school Jeepers look down their noses at this case, but the fact of the matter is it is
easier to live with and the internals are as strong as the Dana It got a reputation for not being as
strong thanks to guys with no skid plates whacking the relatively thin aluminum case off of
rocks, or guys with no concept of chain maintenance busting chains. Make sure your chain is in
good shape, make sure it is full of the correct fluid, keep the thing off the rocks, and this could
be the most trouble-free T-case you ever use. Swap into: Any Jeep equipped with a driver's side
drop front axle and a transmission with a common round 6-bolt pattern and spline output.
Identify: Like the NP, look for the tag near the rear output above the fill plug. The case itself
looks a lot like an NP, but it has a balancer on the output requiring a flanged driveshaft, more
bolts holding the case halves together and a larger nose area where the input is which houses
the planetary low range. Pros: With a bigger chain, more bolts holding it together, and a larger
planetary set, this is a much beefier T-case than the NP Cons: Its size can be a detriment to
clocking it flat, and not everyone needs the gears. The TJ cases though will bolt up in most
applications with minimal fuss. The stock shifter linkage will likely have enough adjustment to
work too. The front driveshaft should be able to be kept, but the rear will need modifications.
There is no mechanical speedometer output so earlier Jeeps will need another solution for
speed pickup. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Gears: 2. Transfer Cases. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. Power as always, was supplied by either a 4 or 6 cylinder engine,
and buyers could finally get a 4-speed automatic transmission starting in The Jeep 42RLE
transmission was intended to give Wrangler owners much better fuel economy and power
delivery than the outgoing 3-speed automatic. There are several reasons that this can happen,
and Street Smart Transmission has taken steps to correct these issues. For example, on every
remanufactured Jeep Wrangler transmission, the 42RLE transmission pump has been
completely remanufactured with upgraded line bore bushings to improve fluid transfer from the
torque converter, thus improving shift quality and reducing wear on the torque converter. The
torque converter itself has also been remanufactured, then tested to ensure balance and
concentricity. Stronger bushings are used throughout the transmission to provide more
balanced fluid pressure, and reduce the conditions for slippage. The valve body itself is also
modified with a recalibration kit, upgraded servos, accumulators with aluminum pistons instead
of plastic , and a redesigned pressure regulator valve. All of these changes help to eliminate the
numerous OE design flaws, and give you a Jeep Wrangler transmission that you can trust. One
of the Jeep Wrangler transmission problems that seems to plague most owners is overheating.
As all of those metal bits move about inside your transmission, they generate friction which

translates into heat. When this happens, serious internal damage can occur to the valve body,
clutches and seals. Each SST remanufactured Jeep Wrangler 42RLE transmission has been
upgraded to overcome many of the OE design flaws, but we strongly recommend installing an
auxiliary transmission cooler to prevent premature wear to your new gearbox. So that used
42RLE transmission sitting in your local salvage yard will likely give you the same problems
down the road. This transferable coverage will pay for any transmission repairs parts and labor
that are performed at any licensed repair shop in the country. So you can take your Jeep on any
adventure with confidence, because your ruggedized transmission is built to last, and it comes
with a nationwide warranty to boot. To learn more, give us a call at Or you can click here to
check on the price and availability of a remanufactured Jeep Wrangler transmission.
Remanufactured Jeep Wrangler Transmissions. Get A Transmission Quote. Overheating One of
the Jeep Wrangler transmission problems that seems to plague most owners is overheating.
Our Jeep AX15 transmission is for sale today at an all-time low price. Every unit has been built
to exceed OEM standards and specs. This is not an everyday ax15 rebuild, we use the finest
parts and precision engineering to build one of the most reliable AX15's on the market. Aisin
Warner originally built this transmission to be strong enough to handle the abuse that Jeeps
have been known to handle, we have been able to honor this tradition and even taken a step
farther with our state-of-the-art build process. The Peugeot had a multitude of design flaws
causing it to break down frequently. Although these two transmissions looked similar, their
differences in performance and reliability uncanny. With the use of a conversion kit the AX15
transmission can replace the BA10 bring dependability back to your Jeep. Please call or visit
our web page for more information or pricing on this conversion. Tax excluded Delivery: 1 to 3
weeks. Engine Size 4. Vehicle Year Vehicle Year. Have an extra AX15 core to sell? We buy AX15
cores. Click the link below for more details. Sell Your Core. Product Details. Condition New
product. By the late YJ Wrangler era , the transmission and clutch platform for YJ models took
an identical form to the TJ Wrangler models that followed in The clutch linkage type, clutch and
release bearing layouts and even the specific manual transmission offerings were established
during the YJ Wrangler years. Similarly, 3-speed automatic transmissions that were popular
during the years carried forward into the TJ Wrangler models. Hydraulic linkage extended to the
AMC 2. These CJ systems relied upon a conventional clutch linkage layout, using a traditional
release arm with an externally mounted slave cylinder. A master cylinder at the firewall provided
the hydraulic force. A pushrod link from the clutch pedal delivered pressure to the master
cylinder apply piston. The linkage at the clutch and clutch housing, however, changed abruptly
in with the introduction of the YJ Wrangler model. In theory, the design served well. By contrast,
the introduction of an external slave cylinder once again restored the Jeep clutch linkage
system to a conventional design. A pivot-type release arm and familiar, fully-mechanical release
bearing returned. The slave cylinder moved outside the clutch housing and became an easily
accessed and serviced unit. In fact, the entire hydraulic linkage system can be readily replaced
without disturbing the transfer case, drivelines, transmission or clutch. In the field, you could
perform such repairs with minimal tools and resources. The example for this article is a YJ
Wrangler, its original engine was a throttle-body injection 2. This package came with an AX-5
light duty five-speed transmission. In the process of building a vehicle to meet more
challenging backcountry environments, oversized tires, family-packed excursions, highway
demands, a hardtop and the prospect of toting a cargo trailer, I replace the original 2. An
additional upgrade is the use of the external slave cylinder package found on later YJs and the
TJ Wrangler models. This system will not be used upon reassembly. This will accommodate the
external slave cylinder used with a up YJ and the TJ clutch housings. The transmission requires
a new iron front bearing retainer to accommodate the release bearing design. See new bearing
retainer in the assembly of the AX transmission. The transmission pattern is an AX or NV type.
The slave cylinder mounts outboard of the clutch housing, easily accessible and simple to
remove and replace. Note the pushrodâ€”this part engages the cross-type mechanical release
arm at a point opposite the pivot stud. Today, the shortfalls of this unit are parts availability and
the likelihood that existing Peugeot transmissions have acquired substantial miles and wear.
During production, the Aisin AX came on line. The Aisin AX has served behind the 4. As you will
discover in the AX rebuilding process, this is a very rugged transmission and should hold up
well even with horsepower in the rangeâ€”assuming the transmission is in good condition or
rebuilt. Good gear stamina is obvious. Unless you have the need for a retrofit and massive NV
truck transmission, the AX gearbox will work well for a long time! In model year , the TJ
Wrangler six-cylinder models switched to the New Venture transmission. This is also a rugged,
light-duty truck type, comparable to the AX The NV, a similar design, has served in the Dodge
Dakota pickup and similar industry applications. Used behind the 4. I would trust this unit, if in
good condition or rebuilt, behind a horsepower small-block V These illustrations will help sort

out the differences between the units. In the middle is the AX-5 with an iron front bearing
retainer slipped in place to show the difference between internal and external slave designs.
Note the shape of the front faces and cases. Hydraulic pieces are much like a brake system,
with a master cylinder and pipes. Fluid is brake type. Recommended DOT-3 will work. Massive,
with huge gear sets, these units have found their way into YJ and TJ Wrangler models as the
ultimate torque monster. The later, more common units boast a 5. This can be done with the use
of a s 2. The NP swap is my recommendation, a version with provision for shifting the vacuum
disconnect front axle. If you plan more than just routine driving and light trail use with your 2. I
do not include the rebuild of the AX-5 unit in this book, although the principles involved in AX
transmission work will prove helpful. All NV transmissions use an external slave cylinder
arrangement and a mechanical release arm for the release bearing. Keep in mind that the
transfer case input and transmission output shaft splines must be compatible in tooth count
and stick-out dimensions. As copyrighted material, this article and the photography cannot be
copied or distributed in any other form. Under international copyright standards, no material
can be copied or removed from this website. This includes photo images, videos, text, logos
and graphics. PDF downloads are available solely for personal use by viewers. Other materials
are available only with written permission. When describing content, please refer others to the
website pages fo
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r viewing. All Rights Reserved. Noteâ€”AX and NV front face patterns are nearly identical. The
NV clutch housing will interchange with the AX clutch housing. When mating the AX housing to
the later NV transmission, there is a need to die-grind a small area of interfering material from
the AX housing. This common pattern increases the clutch housing options for installing either
of these transmissions behind an inline 4. The Dakota uses an AX for several years. If you want
to perform this swap, refer to that book or an Advance Adapters catalog covering the Jeep
transmission swaps. Advance Adapters provides the conversion piecesâ€”and even the
transmissionâ€”for this swap. Although the first gear ratio is not as low as the NV, the AX or NV
provides smoother shifting and closer gear ratio spacing than the heavy-duty NV This will solve
the stick-out length and spline count issues. Consult the Advance Adapters catalog for these
components or NV transmission swap pieces. Join Us at Facebook!

